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Vineyard in the Wairau Valley, Marlborough, New Zealand New Zealand’s
seasonal labour
shortage: why local
workers aren’t
enough
By Charlotte Bedford
24 November 2020

New Zealand’s summer harvest period is fast approaching and with it the need for seasonal
labour. With the international border remaining closed, preventing the usual influx of
migrant workers, there is ongoing talk of labour shortages across a range of crops including
vegetables, berries, summerfruit, pipfruit, kiwifruit and wine. The focus at both the regional
and national level is on the numbers: the numbers of workers needed for harvest and those
potentially available for seasonal work.

An earlier blog provided some insight into seasonal labour supply and demand across
horticultural crops and regions, and the different types of casual labour used to maintain,
pick, and pack, fruit and vegetables. There are three main sources: local New Zealanders,
workers predominantly from the Pacific who come in under the Recognised Seasonal
Employer (RSE) scheme, and international backpackers on working holiday visas.

One of the challenges facing the horticulture industry this year is the shortage of
backpackers. According to industry representatives, in previous years approximately 70,000
backpackers would be in New Zealand over the summer months and could be drawn on for
orchard and vineyard work. That number is down to approximately 11,000 backpackers who
have remained here since the border closed on 19 March 2020. For regions like Central
Otago, which makes extensive use of backpackers for the cherry harvest in December and
January, replacing backpackers is a critical factor this season.

Of arguably greater importance than the backpackers are the 14,400 RSE workers who
enter the country annually as an essential supply of reliable, skilled seasonal labour during
peak harvest and pruning periods. This November, there are around 6,500 RSE workers still
in the country following the border closure, which is approximately 1,000 more RSE
workers than in November 2019 (5,675). By March, however, there would normally be at
least another 5,500 RSE workers in New Zealand for the peak apple harvest.

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/fields-of-courgettes-go-to-waste-because-grower-cant-get-workers/WU663T7JRQVDDOYTBOXMA4VPIY/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/122817392/strawberry-growers-desperate-for-samoan-fruit-pickers-as-kiwis-snub-job?rm=a
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/the-country/news/no-change-in-seasonal-worker-shortage-for-central-otago/I5TMO4KMQS3HG3TGTCJ5BCMJRE/
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/worker-shortage-sees-fruit-bowl-nz-facing-prospect-rotting-away
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/kiwi-fruit-pickers-have-simple-message-growers-cry-labour-pay-us-more
https://www.ruralnewsgroup.co.nz/wine-grower/wg-general-news/vintage-update-2020
https://devpolicy.org/new-zealands-seasonal-labour-shortage-and-how-to-solve-it-20201002/
https://www.odt.co.nz/rural-life/horticulture/no-change-seasonal-worker-shortage
https://www.odt.co.nz/rural-life/horticulture/no-change-seasonal-worker-shortage
https://devpolicy.org
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To date, the government’s response to the strong lobbying by industry bodies to address the
impending labour shortage has been to tell growers to make better use of local labour. A
rising national unemployment rate due to the ongoing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
indicates there are New Zealanders available and seeking work.

In response, industry groups are adopting a wide range of strategies to try and attract
Kiwis, especially students, into seasonal work this summer. These include: recruitment
drives at universities and polytechnics, hosting horticulture employment expos, social media
campaigns, and advertising on websites like Pick Tiki that connect students with jobs,
accommodation and tourist activities in different regions.

The challenge, however, is actually getting Kiwis into seasonal work. A common theme in
recent media coverage of the industry’s predicament is that the inability to attract locals is
simply down to low wages; if industry wage rates were higher, kiwis would do the work.
There is an element of truth to this argument. Recent research on the RSE scheme has
indicated that for RSE workers, at least, wage rates have moved relatively little over the
past decade.  There are some exceptions, and growers are quick to point out their “top
earners” on contract rates might earn up to $40 an hour. But the average worker is earning
much closer to the minimum wage of $18.90 an hour.

Unions, among others, are pushing for horticultural employers to pay workers a living wage,
currently set at $22.10 an hour, rather than the minimum, in an effort to encourage New
Zealanders into seasonal work. If implemented, this would be welcome news not only for
Kiwis, but also for RSE workers who should benefit from the higher wage rates.

But when it comes to attracting locals into seasonal work, it’s not solely about wages. There
are other factors that can make seasonal work unattractive:

seasonal jobs are short-term, versus more secure, full-time work for similar pay
rates in other sectors (e.g. in urban-based retail or hospitality roles);
seasonal jobs tend to be located in rural areas which may require moving away
from family and friends to a new area for several months;
the lack of suitable and affordable short-term rental accommodation in regional
areas;
family and lifestyle commitments which make it hard to commit to long hours up to
six days a week; and
the hard, physical nature of many orchard and vineyard tasks.

For horticultural employers, workers’ skills and experience is another crucial part of the
equation; the productivity of 20 skilled pickers/pruners is higher than 20 untrained workers.

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/rural/2020/10/immigration-minister-says-allowing-fruit-pickers-into-nz-to-fix-labour-shortage-not-an-option.html
https://www.stats.govt.nz/news/unemployment-rate-hits-5-3-percent-due-to-covid-19
https://www.picktiki.nz/
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/kiwi-fruit-pickers-have-simple-message-growers-cry-labour-pay-us-more
https://devpolicy.org/rewarding-work-for-returning-pacific-seasonal-labour-20201015-1/
https://devpolicy.org/rewarding-work-for-returning-pacific-seasonal-labour-20201015-1/
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/kiwi-fruit-pickers-have-simple-message-growers-cry-labour-pay-us-more
https://devpolicy.org
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There is a pervasive, and false, view that horticultural work is unskilled. This is not the case.
There are many tasks, such as winter pruning of grape and kiwifruit vines, which require
considerable skill and take workers several years to learn and become fully proficient. RSE
workers, many of whom return year after year, along with the small permanent workforces
in the industry, provide that essential, skilled pool of labour.

New Zealand’s horticulture industry is export-driven and our reputation is premised on
high-quality produce. The risk this summer is twofold: 1) there isn’t enough available
seasonal labour and orchards are under-picked, meaning fruit is left on the trees; and 2) the
workers that are available are predominately new and inexperienced recruits who lack the
skill, speed and proficiency of experienced RSE workers who would normally do the work.
Combined, these two factors will impact the quantity and quality of fruit picked and,
according to one commentator, could do long-term damage to our international reputation
as a high-quality exporter.

Industry has been pushing for months for the government to address the impending labour
shortage. While acknowledging there are a range of issues the government must work
through when considering a special pathway for RSE workers to re-enter the country, not
the least of which is how quarantine will be managed, industry representatives argue the
systems and processes are already in place to enable them to safely manage the return of
RSE workers from largely COVID-free countries.

Australia has already re-opened the pathway for Pacific and Timor-Leste seasonal workers
to return under their Seasonal Worker Programme (SWP). Workers from the Solomon
Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu and are now employed in the Northern Territory and
Queensland, and plans are underway in Tasmania for around 700 SWP workers to re-enter
the state for their summer harvest.

The New Zealand Government’s inaction to date is surprising given horticulture has been
put forward as the industry to spearhead the country’s post-COVID economic recovery. Now
is the time to ease restrictions on the re-entry of skilled, experienced RSE workers who can
support the $9.5 billion dollar horticulture industry through the critical harvest period.
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Link: https://devpolicy.org/new-zealands-seasonal-labour-shortage-why-local-workers-arent-enough-20201124/

https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/opinion-analysis/300138256/fruitpicking-jobs-going-begging-who-is-really-to-blame
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2020-11-10/season-workers-from-pacific-islanders-to-pick-fruit-in-tasmania/12866462
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2020-11-10/season-workers-from-pacific-islanders-to-pick-fruit-in-tasmania/12866462
https://www.nzkgi.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/2020-07-15-Hort_Strategy_Infographic.pdf
https://www.freshfacts.co.nz/files/freshfacts-2019.pdf
https://devpolicy.org
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